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ARCHITOURS’11

Back by popular demand, the Institute will be organising a series of ArchiTours
based on 3 different categories (Architect Open Offices, Residential and Award 

Winning Buildings).  The Architect Open Offices tours will kick start the 
ArchiTours and these tours will take place on 9th September and 16th 

September.

The Residential and Award Winning ArchiTours will run on Saturdays in October. 
Do lookout for these others tours on our website (www.archifest.sg) in late 
September. 

ARCHITECTS’ OPEN OFFICES

Recognising that Youths are the builders of tomorrow’s city, this programme is 
specially catered for students and teaching staffs of Secondary Schools, Junior 
Colleges & Tertiary institutions who are interested to find out more about the life 
and career of an Architect or Designer by visiting Architects’ offices.

One of the objectives of the ArchiTours is for participants to gain a deeper 
understanding about the work of an Architect through a more personal interaction 
with the Architects themselves. 



PREQUEL 1

Aedas Pte Ltd incorporated in Singapore since 1995 (as LPT 
Architects Pte Ltd) has contributed significant landmarks to the 
Singapore Landscape – most notably, Marina Bay Sands™
Integrated Resort and 313@somerset Shopping Centre. Ongoing 
projects include masterplanning, commercial, residential, 
transportation, mixed development, institutional and interior 
projects. This establishes us with a diverse portfolio of works as 
well as a good track record of delivering some of the best projects 
completed in Singapore, Southeast Asia and South Asia.

The philosophy of Aedas is to achieve architecture of distinction 
through a commitment of excellence in professional services to 
further the success in creating buildings of lasting value. Aedas’
architectural service centers on the Client, both as the end user 
and as a member of the team evolving the ultimate concept of the
project. The practice’s involvement begins around the meeting 
table – researching and identifying, in collaboration with the Client, 
the ultimate objectives for the project. Accurately perceiving and 
analyzing this information ensures that every project undertaken
by Aedas’ approach is a finely tuned balance of building design 
seeking customized solutions to create congenial environments, 
which have enhanced market potential, and an efficient useful life 
cycle. It is Aedas’ maxim that each project should not only 
compliment, but should also make a positive contribution to its 
surrounding precincts.

Aedas is committed to a team approach to design and a horizontal 
organizational structure that encourages the development of the 
professional skills of each individual employee to his or her 
maximum potential. The company pays particular attention to the 
detail, design of each project to turn our Client’s aspiration into a 
reality on time and on budget through an imaginative multi-skilled 
team.

AEDAS PTE LTD 



CHAN SAU YAN ASSOCIATES

Chan Sau Yan Associates’ (CSYA) is committed to design innovation and the 
integration of appropriate technology. The Firm has always been guided by a 
belief that the quality of the built environment has a direct influence on the 
quality of people’s lives.  It firmly believes that design excellence requires close 
and active collaboration of the client supported equally by the skills of the 
specialist consultants.

The practice believes that architecture is a creative endeavour based on 
pragmatic and rational guiding principles, in a modern contemporary direction 
that merges climate, culture, technology and sustainability in its consideration. 
Central to their approach is its successful execution of the projects.  
Sonny Chan’s extensive experience encompasses a wide range of residential, 
commercial, institutional, recreational and tourism related projects in the region 
and beyond. His experience in resort and city hotels involves working with 
international chain operators such as Hyatt, Sheraton, Hard Rock Hotel, 
Mandarin Oriental, Holiday Inn, Hilton, and other independent operators. 

CSYA recently saw the completion its first office building, Tokio Marine Centre 
at Mccallum Street where the inspiration for the building’s design came from the 
conceptual metaphor of a bamboo grove as well as 8 Nassim Hill, consisting of 
16 units of townhouses and penthouses units.
Ongoing projects includes a resort hotel development with Hilton Hotel at 
Clearwater Bay Sanya and Delmonte Headquarter at Bonifacio Global City as 
well as 20 Trees West, 48 units of detached houses at Taman Melawati Kuala 
Lumpur.

The latest software and CAD technology is used in the office to design, 
disseminate information and for communication. The practice has highly-
developed business management procedures, and has obtained the ISO 9001 
since 2000. 



PREQUEL 2
ONG & ONG PTE LTD

With a track record of almost 40 years in the industry, ONG&ONG has 
earned an unparalleled reputation for integrating skilled architecture, clever 
interior design, creative environmental branding and sensitive landscape 
design. Paramount to their success lies in their insistence on servicing their 
clients with creativity, excellence and commitment. Ong&Ong continually 
strive to uphold their mission to be the designers of our age – a premier 
design practice both locally and in the region. Currently operating in six 
cities, they are managing projects in 18 countries spread over three 
continents.

Partnering their clients in their race to the top, ONG&ONG now offers a 
complete 360º solution – i.e. a parceled cross-discipline integrated solution, 
encompassing all aspects of the construction business. They offer a three-
pronged 360º solution; namely 360º Design + 360º Engineering + 360º
Management. 360º Design encompasses urban planning, architecture, 
landscape, interiors and environmental branding (graphics). 360º
Engineering offers civil, structural, electrical, mechanical and plumbing 
services. 360º Management provides development, project, construction 
and place management services.

In addition to projects in Singapore, ONG&ONG has also completed large-
scale developments regionally. This has prompted the setting up of offices in 
China, Vietnam, India, Malaysia and most recently, New York City. In-depth 
knowledge of the local context, culture and regulations allows them to better 
understand the clients’ needs. Ong&Ong is an ISO14001 certified practice 
and consistently strive to meet and exceed their clients’ expectations.



LIU & WO ARCHITECTS PTE LTD

Liu&Wo Architects was established in 1984 by Mr Liu Kah Teck
and Ms Wo Mei Lan.  Currently, Liu&Wo Architects have a staff 
strength of 50 and located in 2 units of charming conservation 
shophouses at Duxton Hill.

Liu & Wo offers a full range of architectural services including 
feasibility studies, architectural and interior design, project 
management and town planning.

The range of experience includes residential, commercial, 
shopping, hotel, industrial, warehouse, refurbishment, 
conservation, clubs, associations, entertainment, recreational, 
transportations, education and health care developments.  
Commission includes projects in Singapore, Malaysia and China.

Liu & Wo objective is to achieve a well-balanced realization of the 
aesthetic form, financial usage, economical value of a building 
and built environment through close consultation and interaction
with their clients, fellow consultants and the builders.
With the attainment of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, their office aims
to achieve a higher standard of architectural services.



PREQUEL 3
ECO.ID ARCHITECTS PTE LTD

Eco.id Architects and Design Consultancy is a multi-
disciplinary architectural practice that has been established 
since 1996. “The firm is one of Singapore’s best known outfits 
for hp hospitality and residential work” (Hinge Magazine). 

Driven by the imagination of founding partners Sim Boon Yang 
and Calvin Sim, the company has captured international 
repute with award winners such as the Metropolitan in 
Bangkok, the first W resort in the Maldives and Naumi
Singapore. For example, Clearwater Residences in Singapore 
for Hayden Properties, such as the Hamilton at Scotts. In just 
over a decade, the firm now has projects in Thailand, 
Malaysia, India, Dubai, Brunei, China and Zanzibar. 

The firm comprises 89 employees, is headquartered in 
Singapore and has a design studio in Bangkok and a 
representative office in China. It has been ISO 9001- certified 
since July 2001. In early 1997, Eco.id Consulting Ltd was 
established as a corporate vehicle for regional projects outside
Singapore. Their completed projects have been extensively 
published in design book, magazines such as the American 
Architectural Digest and covered by the broadcast media



DP ARCHITECTS PTE LTD

Addressing the current needs for environmental 
conservation and sustainability, DP Green Pte Ltd opened 
its doors in July 2010. Located at Mt. Sophia, the 4200 sq ft 
premise houses a team of 35 comprising architects, 
landscape architects, and other specialists and 
professionals. 

With a holistic approach to design in the built and natural 
environment, DP Green supports works in landscape 
architecture, architecture, urban design and interior design 
and in the future, perhaps consultancy on environmental 
sciences and ecological studies. Full arborist consultancy 
services are also offered. DP Green’s portfolio includes 
Grand Park Orchard, the luxurious hotel in the heart of 
Orchard Road; Jardin, the upcoming residential 
development that fully explores the concept of high-rise 
garden living; and Hotel Fort Canning, a celebration of the 
conserved building’s heritage and the history of Fort 
Canning Park. 

DP Green aims to take a fresh aesthetical and artisanal
approach in creating works that fuse these design 

disciplines harmoniously.



PREQUEL 4
CPG CONSULTANTS PTE LTD

CPG Consultants is a subsidiary of CPG Corporation 
(CPG Corp), one of the leading providers of 
development and management services for the 
infrastructure and building industry.

Headquartered in Singapore with offices in China, 
India, Vietnam, Macau, Philippines and the Middle 
East, CPG Consultants provides the full spectrum of 
professional design and development consultancy 
services including master planning, architectural 
design & consultancy, engineering, quantity surveying 
and project management services.

Our diverse portfolio in over 20 countries includes 
airports, cultural, arts & heritage institutions, 
educational & research facilities, healthcare facilities, 
residential projects, industrial projects, infrastructural 
facilities, office & commercial complexes, and sports & 

recreational facilities.



MKPL ARCHITECTS PTE LTD

MKPL Architects is an architectural firm formed in March 1995 led by 
directors Siew Man Kok (Chairman), Cheng Pai Ling (Managing 
Director) and John Andrews McLaughlin (Director) with a team of 
architects, creative, technical and administrative staffs.  The current 
staff strength is 36. With the aim of combining master planning,
architecture, landscape, interior and furniture design to produce a 
total design product.  The firm's design philosophy focuses on 
creating strong, clear architectural forms and spaces that are 
comfortable and livable, viewing the vernacular and regional culture 
as a rich resource that can suggest appropriate solutions and 
references. Advances in technology and construction are also 
embraced as opening exciting possibilities in ways of living and
interacting with the environment.

The underlying conviction is that Architecture is important to our 
everyday lives.  It influences the way we live, work and play.  On a 
broader perspective, it reflects and even inspires new perceptions 
and appreciation of our physical environment. 
MKPL Architects brings to every design brief a fresh perspective -
through extensive discussion with clients to fully understand their 
needs; through brainstorming to synthesize the needs into an 
architecturally strong solution.  Every design is site and programme
specific.  The architecture is always seeking an underlying distillation 
of the complex to achieve the simple and will be evidenced by the 
distinct components and the unifying wholeness. 



TOUR ITINERARY AND PRICES

End of Tour
Coach departs for SIA

5.30pmEnd of Tour
Coach departs for SIA

12.30pm

Presentation + Guided Tour of Office + 
Interaction Session (Q&A)

4.30pmPresentation + Guided Tour of Office + 
Interaction Session (Q&A)

11.30am

Coach departs for 2nd Firm3.50pmCoach departs for 2nd Firm10.50am

Presentation + Guided Tour of Office + 
Interaction Session (Q&A)

2.50pmPresentation + Guided Tour of Office + 
Interaction Session (Q&A)

9.50am

Coach departs for 1st Firm2.15pmCoach departs for 1st Firm9.15am

Gather at SIA Theatrette+

(Add: 79 Neil Road, Singapore 088904)
2.00pmGather at SIA Theatrette+

(Add: 79 Neil Road, Singapore 088904)
9.00am

TOUR #2 & #4TOUR #1 & #3

S$35.00 per student
(per day)

S$50.00 per person
(per day)

Same Day Package 
• 9 Sept (Tour #1 & #2) 

or
• 16 Sept (Tour #3 & #4)

S$20.00 per studentS$30.00 per personPer Tour #1 / #2 / #3 / #4

Student*AdultCategory

Tour Price

(prices include GST)

Student category applicable to full time student only. Please attach applicant’s student ID to registration form.



ABOUT ARCHIFEST’11 

Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA) is organising the 5th ArchiFest this October. 
ArchiFest '11 will be launched on 3 Oct (Mon) to coincide with World Architecture 
Day and the month long festival will include 4 key components - Forum, ArchiTours, 
Happy Cities Exhibition and Fringe Events by Festival Partners. 

This year ArchiFest looks at the notion of Common Spaces. We are curious of how 
the nature of shared spaces and experiences are shaped by conditions of our 
current global environment. This subject is examined in three key aspects of 
common spaces - our physical surrounding, media and virtual space and our 
psychological one. 



REGISTRATION FOR ARCHITECTS’ OPEN OFFICES

- Download the registration form from ‘www.archifest.sg’or HERE. 
- Kindly attach the cheque/ bank draft to the registration form or make payment 
at SIA. 
- Attach a photocopy of the student pass  (For Full-time students only)

LOCATION MAP 

Singapore Institute of Architects
79B Neil Road, Sinagpore 088904

Nearest Mrt: Outram Park/ Tanjong
Pagar
Bus: 166, 197  

For Enquiries: email to 
‘archifest@sia.org.sg or 
call 6226 2668

HOPE TO SEE YOU ON 9TH, 16TH

SEPTEMBER FOR ARCHITECT OPEN 
OFFICES!



Organised by

Main Partners

Supporting Member Firms
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